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Overview
Provide a fast causal feature selection algorithm backed-up by solid proved theorem.
I Single conditional independence test with one conditioning variable.
I No causal su�ciency assumed.
I Findings are in line with most up to date neuroscienti�c conclusions.

Generic problem: Causal feature selection
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Given a pool of candidate features which may be associated with each other and/ or with a target variable R, we want to identify
direct or indirect causal features of the target.

Our approach
Previous state Pool of candidate features

target

Assuming we can have access to the previous state P of the causal
candidate featuresM and that the two states are close enough in
time so that a causal arrow can be assumed from the previous to
the current state of feature i, we propose a following causal
feature selection method based on the following result:

Theorem
Assuming:
1. Causal Markov condition
2. Faithfulness
3. P 6L99M 6L99 R
4. P i 99KM i exists:
5. (R,M i, P i) are independently drawn from some distribution (i.i.d)
Given the variables P i,M i i = 1, 2...n and R, ifM i 6⊥⊥ R (1) and P i⊥⊥ R |M i (2) thenM i 99K R.

Proof.
I Proof the claim by contradiction.
I Assume 1− 5 and thatM i and R are dependent (cond. 1), but there is no directed path fromM i to R. Then:

I there is a confounding path p1 :=M i L99 C 99K R with some common cause C (hidden or observed)
I consider some path p2 := P i 99KM i (assumption 4)

I If p1 and p2 have onlyM i in common,M i is a collider and thus P i and R are not d-separated byM i. (P i 99KM i L99 ∗ − −∗ 99K R)
I If p1 and p2 share more nodes,

I If they share P i, that is, P i lies on p1. Then P i and R are not d-separated byM i because the sub-path of p1 connecting P i and R
does not containM i and p1 is collider-free. (M i L99 P i 99K R)

I If P i does not lie on p1, and p1 and p2 share some node X 6=M i and P i. Then:
(i) X = C: (P i 99K X 99KM i) ∧ (X 99K R), or
(ii) X is a node between C and R: (P i 99K X 99KM i) ∧ (M i L99 C 99K X 99K R), or
(iii) X is a node between C andM i: (P i 99K X 99KM i) ∧ (X L99 C 99K R).
For (i) and (ii), there is a directed path from P i to R (that does not containM i). In case (iii), X is a collider andM i a descendent
of this collider, henceM i unblocks the path from P i to R. In all three cases,M i does not d-separate P i and R, which contradicts
P i⊥⊥ R |M i (cond. 2) due to faithfulness.

I Hence there must be a directed pathM i 99K R.

Algorithm
Input: P i,M i, R,∀i = 1, ..., n.
Output: CausesR
for i← 1 to n do
pvalue1← ind_test(M i, R)
if pvalue1 < threshold1 then
pvalue2← cond_ind_test(P i, R,M i)
if pvalue2 > threshold2 then
CausesR← [CausesR,M i]

end
end

end
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Robust against violation of i.i.d. assumption
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I Most common in real datasets (such as our EEG experiment)
I We model the time dependence formally by a hidden time variable T
I WhenM i→ R exists: Condition (2) is violated in graphs (a), (c) and (d), since P i 6⊥⊥ R |M i. In all the other graphs the causeM i is
correctly identi�ed.

I WhenM i 6→ R: Condition (2) is violated in graphs (a), (c) and (d), correctly rejecting the variableM i. For the rest of the graphs, the
variables already violate condition (1), and are thus rejected.

Simulated graphs

We compare our method against: HSIC Lasso [6], Backwards elimination with
HSIC, and Forward selection with HSIC for Markov Blanket discovery [4].

FP(%) FN(%) FP(%) FN(%) FP(%) FN(%) FP(%) FN(%)
(nodes, sparse) Our method Hsic Lasso BE hsic FS hsic

(20,.2) 3.5 31.5 9.5 22.5 11 23 6 25
(20,.5) 2 80 5.5 47.5 1.5 79 7.5 26
(125,.2) 2.9 70.3 1.1 77.4 1.4 77.9 7.8 47.4
(125,.5) 0 80.8 0 84.8 0 97.6 1.1 14.5

I Very low false positive rates in large, small, dense and sparse graphs.
I Overall lowest average false positive rate (2.1%) compared to other markov
blanket discovery methods.

EEG experiments - Brain causal features of arm speed
I P: Candidate features (bandpower at electrode location) during end of planning phase.
I M: Candidate features (bandpower at electrode location) during beginning of movement.
I R: Movement time duration (target).
I 21 healthy participants

Three categories of detected causes in consistency with most up to date neuroscienti�c conclusions:

1. β-range detected causal electrodes for inhibition of performance.
2. γ-range detected causal electrodes for improvement of performance.
3. α-range detected causal electrodes over ipsilateral hemisphere.

Subject Alpha Beta Low Gamma Gamma Above Group Average Performance
AA - - - CPP4h False Inhibited but then improved
AB - FC2, CCP1h,

CPP1h, CP6
- - False Full inhibition

BA - - - - True Full improvement
BB - CCP2h, CCP4h,

CPP4h
CP1 FCz, FC4,

CCP3h, CPP3h
False Full improvement

CC - CCP6h - - True Inhibited but then improved
CD - - C5 FCC1h True Full improvement
DC FCC5h CPP2h, CP5, CPz C2, CCP2h FC5, CCP2h False Inhibited but then improved
DD - - FCC2h - True Improvement but then inhibited
EE - - C2, C5, CCP4h FC5, CPP5h True Improvement but then inhibited
FF - FC1, FCz, C2,

C3, CPP4h,
FCC3h

FC3, FC1, C2,
C4, C3, CCP4h,
CPP6h, CPP1h,
FCC5h, CP5,
CP3

FC1, CCP5h,
CPP1h, FCC4h,
FCC6h, CP5,
CP4, CP6

True Improvement but then inhibited

GG - FC4 - FC4 False Inhibited but then improved
GH - - - - True Full improvement
HG C2, C1, CCP3h,

CPP5h
CP1 - - True Full improvement

HH FC2, FCz - - - True Improvement but then inhibited
II - - - FC2, FC4 False Full improvement
IJ CP5 - FC3, FC6, C4 FC5, FC3, FC4,

FC6, C2, C4, C6,
CCP2h, CCP4h,
CPP6h, FCC5h,
FCC2h, FCC6h,
CP3

False Full improvement

JI C2 - - - False Full improvement
JJ FC4, FC6 - - FCC5h, CP1 False Full improvement
KK C6, CP2 CCP4h, CCP3h,

FCC3h, FCC5h,
FCC6h, CP3

FCC2h, CP3,
CP1, CP2

FC5, FC6, C6,
CCP4h, CCP6h,
FCC3h

False Full improvement

KL - - - C1 False Improvement but then inhibited
LL - FCC3h - FCC2h False Full improvement

Electrodes in the β-range detected as causal features for subjects who worsened their movement speed.
(Inhibitory role of beta power [1])

Electrodes in the γ-range detected as causal features, for subjects who improved their movement duration over the trials.
(Prokinetic role of gamma power [2])

Electrodes in the α-range over ipsilateral motor cortex detected as causal features.

Conclusion
Improvements upon previous methods
I Single conditional independence tests with only one conditioning variable→ higher statistical strength.
I Require a weaker notion of faithfulness [3, 5], as we only assume one triplet of variables per candidate cause.
I No causal su�ciency assumed (often violated in real datasets).
I Robust against false positives when the i.i.d. assumption is violated
I Avoid the hardness of the genuine causal discovery problem by not trying to recover the whole DAG.
I The �rst constraint based algorithm that scales linearly with the number of features.

Take home message
I We propose an algorithm with su�cient conditions that provably avoid false positives in causal feature selection
I EEG detected causes exhibited consistency with current neuroscienti�c conclusions, helping to step closer towards personalized
stimulation (detect individual frequency and location targets for brain stimulation).
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